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ABSTRACT: Ontology matching is one of the most im-
portant works to achieve the goal of the semantic web.
To fulfill this task, element-level matching is an indis-
pensable step to obtain the fundamental alignment. In
element-level matching process, previous work generally
utilizes multiple measures to compute the similarities
among elements, and then combine these similarities
using a weighted sum formula to determine later the se-
mantic correspondences. The proper selection and com-
bination of these similarities strongly influence the final
quality of the matching system.

In this paper, we introduce element-level ontology matcher
as machine learning system which utilizes regression al-
gorithms to automatically find many possible combina-
tion relations of similarity measures. We adopt different
similarity measures to extract learning features, and train
the system on sample data from Benchmark and Confer-
ence tracks OAEI 2015. To match two ontologies, after
training, we measure different similarities for each entity
pair, and predict the overall similarity of each pair using
the learned regression model to get similarity matrix. Af-
ter that we extract correspondences by applying naïve
descending algorithm on the similarity matrix. These cor-
respondences are filtered by previously known semantic
techniques to enhance matching precision while preserv-
ing matching recall.

Experimental results, using dataset in conference track
from OAEI 2015, show that our extracted similarity fea-
tures are efficient in terms of f-measure evaluation crite-
ria, and outperform the widely used measures in ontology
matching systems. Moreover, our method for similarity
combination which depends on regression model outper-
forms the present combination methods. Besides, in com-
parison to the matching systems participated in OAEI
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2015 campaign, our matching system showed to be highly
competitive and had a high ranking position.
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1. Introduction

The semantic web is receiving increasing attentions be-
cause of its bright future. In the semantic web, ontologies
are essential components which are explicit specifica-
tions of conceptualization [1]. Thus, a large number of
ontologies have been created in the last decade. Although
many of them describe the same domain, they cannot
share information with each other since they are designed
by different conventions. Hence, ontology matching is
required due to the heterogeneous and distributed nature
of ontologies. Many ontology matching systems have
been designed in recent years. The state of the art ap-
proaches have made a significant progress in ontology
matching field, but none of them gain a clear success in
terms of matching quality performance over all matching
scenarios [3], especially in terms of recall. We testify
that in the results of OAEI 2014 camping, where most
systems have low recall with regard to precision. Ele-
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ment level techniques [3] are widely utilized. These tech
niques take advantage of lexical information as essential
elements and use string-based or language-based simi-
larity measures to decide the matched pairs. Ontology
matching systems differ in how these measures are em-
ployed and combined. Most of matching systems use
some similarities and combine them using a weighted
sum formula with different methods for determining the
weights. Merely depending on a weighted sum formula to
combine similarities is impractical, since it is not neces-
sarily suitable for all heterogeneities and matching sce-
narios. As a result some correspondences will not be
found and thus system recall will be low.

We aim to discover more correspondences, i.e. increase
matching system recall. To do so we have designed five
similarity measures that are based on previously known
ones, then we have built our regression model using these
measures as features. This model addresses the prob-
lem of terminological heterogeneity in ontology matching
task since it combines different similarity measures from
different categories each dedicated to different type of
terminological heterogeneity. Combining these measures
using the proposed regression model gives the ability to
raise the number of discovered correspondences (matched
pairs) by producing higher and more objective similarity
values than the traditional combination techniques.

Compared with other automatic combination methods,
such as harmony-based method and local confidence,
the learned regression model outperforms these methods
in terms of quality, especially recall. Furthermore the pro-
posed features outperform the similarity measures they
use.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews related work. In Section 3, we describe the setup
of the paper. Section 4 presents the designed features. In
section 5 we describe the training process. In section 6
we describe the alignment extraction process. Section 7
shows the experiments and the analysis. We conclude
this paper in the final section.

2. Related Work

Ontology matching, finding semantic correspondences,
is a crucial part to achieve the goal of the semantic web.
So far, dozens of ontology matching systems have been
created [1]. Lexical information, including names and la-
bels describing entities are valuable to matching systems.
Essential correspondences between two ontologies are
found by element-level matchers. Mainly, element-level
matchers compute multiple similarities for each entity pair,
and then combine these similarities in some way to get
one similarity value that is used to decide if an entity pair
are matched or not. There are many techniques for mea-
suring similarity between ontology entities, some of them
are [2]: String-based measures such as Levenstein, Jaro,
JaroWinkler, Stoilos...Etc. Language-based measures [3]
such as Lin, WuPalmer, JiangCorath...Etc. Context-based

measures that suppose similar entities are found in simil
context [4], in this case, a virtual document or a context
profile is built for each entity.

Measures from those types were widely adopted in defer-
ent ways by many matching system such as RiMOM [5],
ASMOV [6], PRIOR+ [7], YAM++ [8], AgreementMaker
[9], AML [10], CroMatcher [11] to measure similarities
between ontologies entities. Moreover, there are many
methods to combine multiple measures and get one over-
all similarity to determine later if the two entities are
matched or not. These methods are [2]: Max/Min, Aver-
age, SIGMOID, Weighted product, and weighted sum. All
of These methods just depend on one relation to combine
similarity measures, but there might be many others.
Furthermore, the weights in some of these methods (i.e.
SIGMOID, weighted sum, weighted product) need to be
adjusted. To overcome the limitation of manually adjust-
ing weights, methods were developed to automatically
adjust them. These methods are: Harmonic Adaptive
Weighted Sum [7], developed in PRIOR+ matching sys-
tem and local Confidence Weighted Sum [12], developed
in AgreementMaker matching system.

Those methods are good in terms of adaptation and pre-
cision but they still have low recall. So, we propose in
this paper an efficient similarity combination method that
uses machine learning technique called REPTree to well
estimate the overall similarity of entity pair given their dif-
ferent similarities. The features of the learning system
are well designed in that they utilize similarity measures
from different types to deal with different heterogeneities.
This method significantly improves matching recall, but it
slightly affects the precision. To deal with that, we apply
the semantic filtering technique developed in ASMOV
ontology matching system [6] to remove inconsistence
correspondences, thus increasing precision.

3. Problem Statement

Ontology is a formal specification of a shared
conceptualization [13]. We describe the ontology as a 6-
tuple:

Where  and  are the sets of concepts and properties,
respectively.  defines the hierarchical relationships

 denotes that concept  is the

subconcept of . Similarly,  defines the hierarchical
relationships between each property and its subproperties,
. . A is the set of axioms.  is the set of in-
stances of concepts and properties.

We refer to entities in ontology as concepts and proper-
ties. Entities have several lexical descriptions, i.e., names,
labels and comments. For instance, an entity’s name is
”Journal”; its label is ”Journal or magazine” and its com-
ment is ”A periodical publication collecting works from
different authors”.
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We also define:

-  denotes a set of subconcepts of concept , or a
set of subproperties of property :

Given concept ,

Given concept ,

-  is a set of concepts that have the property p:

-  is a set of concepts, whose instances can be
the value of the property p:

is a set of properties and concepts in which each
property is a property of concept c, and each concept is
used to describe concept c:

The task of ontology matching is to find the alignment
between entities in a source ontology  and a target
ontology . We define an alignment as a set 

. Every element in the set is called a
correspondence.  is an entity in  , and  is an entity
in . is the relation type (equivalence  or subsumption

).   is the confidence of the correspondence. The match-
ing system presented here offers an implement of an ele-
ment-level matcher based on machine learning with se-
mantic filtering. We declare two preconditions in advance.
First, the hierarchy structure is not dealt independently. It
is because an independent structure-level matcher is er-
ror-prone and strongly depends on the results of element-
level matchers [14]. But hierarchal relations (which are
represented by  and ) are utilized by our model in
one feature when the terminological description of an en-
tity is not expressive then we use these relations to de-
scribe it by its sub entities’ descriptions, see section 4.5.

Second, the resulted correspondences only have equiva-
lence ( ) relations.

4. Features Extraction

To get stable and good quality alignment we design our
features such that they complement each other. Five fea-
tures have been extracted each capture different termino

logical heterogeneities. These features are: string-based
feature for syntactic similarity, language-string-based fea-
ture for semantic similarity with detecting compound words,
weighted-language-string-based feature for semantic simi-
larity discarding meaningless words, abbreviation-based
feature for detecting abbreviation and IR-based feature for
context similarity. The general algorithm is as follows:

We explain in the following subsections each of these
features.

4.1 Syntactic similarity
This feature concerned with the case where two entities
have names, labels or comments with similar characters,
i.e. they are syntactically similar. There are many string–
based techniques that can be used here, such as [15]:
Levenstein, Hamming, SmithWaterman,
needlemanWunch, Gotoh, Jaro, JaroWinkler,
Stoilos(ISUB),.. Etc. From those, we select Stoilos simi-
larity measure [16]. So, syntactic similarity of two enti-
ties  and  is the max stoilos similarity of their names,
labels, and comments:

         

4.2 Semantic Similarity (1)
This feature detects entities that have descriptions with
similar meaning according to WordNet, even if there is a
compound word of two or more tokens. Techniques used
here are: Lin similarity measure [3], Stoilos similarity [16]
and SoftJaccard similarity combination function [15]. So,
semantic similarity of two entities  and  is the max
SoftJaccard-Lin-Stoilos similarity of their names, labels,
and comments:

The detailed algorithm for computing SoftJaccard-Lin-
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Stoilos similarity of two strings S1 and S2 is as follows:

4.3 Semantic Similarity (2)
This feature concerned with the case of entities with simi-
lar intended meaning, but their descriptions have some
“unimportant” or “meaningless” words that affect negatively
their similarity. This case mentioned also in [17], but we
deal with it differently. This is an example explains this
case: an entity in one ontology of the conference domain
labeled “conference paper”, on the other hand, ontology
of the same domain has this entity labeled “paper”. If the
most of other entities in the first ontology have the word
“conference” in their descriptions we can say that the word
“conference” is unimportant or meaningless word. When
we compute the semantic feature mentioned in section
4.2 for these two entities (“conference paper”, “paper”) we
find it slightly small, but if we weight the words in terms of
their occurrences in the ontology and take these weights
into consideration in similarity computation, we get higher
and more objective similarity value.

So, to compute this similarity feature, we first need to
weight the words and found a function like SoftJaccard
one to combine tokens similarities and their weights too.

For weighting the tokens, we consider, as in [17], the
information content of a token normalized by the maxi-
mum information content as a token weight:

Where

Where

|N| : Total number of tokens in the ontology

|T|: Occurrences of token t in its ontology

After weighting tokens in each ontology separately, the
semantic similarity of two entities  and  is defined as
the max Weighted-SoftJaccard-Lin-Stoilos similarity of
their names, labels, and comments:

The detailed algorithm for computing Weighted-
SoftJaccard-Lin-Stoilos similarity of two strings  and 
consisted of  and  with weights vectors 
and  respectively is as follows:

4.4 Abbreviation Similarity
All the above features fail when the name or label of one
entity contains an abbreviation versus multiple words in
other entity’s name or label. For example, “PC member”
“program committee member” the token “PC” in the former
is abbreviation of the tokens “program” and “committee”
in the other. We design this feature especially to com-
pute similarity in case of abbreviations.

Abbreviation similarity of two entities  and  is the
max Abbreviation similarity of their names and labels:

The detailed algorithm for computing similarity of two
strings  and  is as follows:
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4.5 Context similarity
This feature is concerned with measuring similarity in case
of the entities have non-syntactic and non-sematic simi-
lar names or non-expressive ones, such as: “paper” ver-
sus “contribution” in the conference domain, or “dc123”
versus “document”. In this case we utilize the context
similarity idea that had been proposed by [4], but we make
some improvement. We define two representations of an
entity as a document, one just describes the entity (called
entity’s profile) and the other describes the entity with its
neighbors (called entity’s context), then compare entities
using these two representations, and select the most simi-
lar one. The idea behind making those two representa-
tions of entity is that sometimes two entities have very
similar descriptions but differ in their context which af-
fects negatively their similarity.

We define entity’s profile and entity’s context as follow:

Entity’s profile is a set of words describing the metadata
of entity e:

Entity’s context: here we define Concept’s context and
Property’s context separately as follow:

Concept’s context of concept c is its profile , its subcon-
cepts’ profiles and profiles of entities used to restrict it:

Property’s context of property is its profile, its

subproperties’ profiles and the profiles of concepts in its
domain and range:

After building term-document matrices for each represen-
tation (profile and context), we can compare two entities
using cosine similarity of their representative vectors:

Where:  and  are the vectors representing e in
the term-document matrix of the contexts and profiles
respectively.

Now, the IR similarity of two entities  and  is the max
similarity of their context and profile:

5. Training

To train our system, we used samples from Conference
and Benchmark tracks of OAEI1 2015. These samples
are triples (source ontology, target ontology, reference
alignment) listed in Table 1. It contains 38318 training
example, 444 of them are positive examples (pairs of
matched entities i.e. entity pairs that are existed in the
reference alignment) and 37874 are negatives (pairs of
unmatched entities i.e. entity pairs that are not existed in
the reference alignment). Whereas the remaining triples
from the conference track was used for testing.

Table 1. Training Data

We experimented many Regression techniques: Neural
Networks (Multilayer Perceptron), Decision Trees
(REPTree), and Rule-based Techniques (M5Rules). We
found that the difference between mean squared errors
resulted from 10-fold cross validation [18] for these mod-
els are not significant as listed in Table 2.

1 Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative: http://
o a e i . o n t o l o g y m a t c h i n g . o r g / h t t p : / /
oaei.ontologymatching.org/
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Table 2. MSE of various regression models using 10-fold cross validation

Figure 1. F-measure versus threshold for various regression models using separated test set

Table 3. Precision and recall of various models at the best threshold

So, we tested these models on separated test set which
is the remaining triples from the conference track that
contains 442021 examples, 412 positive examples (pairs
of matched entities i.e. entity pairs that are existed in the
reference alignment) and 113792 negative examples (pairs
of unmatched entities i.e. entity pairs that are not existed
in the reference alignment). We got the result showed in
Figure 1.

In General we notice that MLP model is the best in terms
of F-measure, but by selecting the best threshold for each
model and comparing recall values we found that REPTree
model has the best recall value as listed in Table 3.

6. Finding Alignment

The trained model (REPTree) is used to predict the simi-
larity value of each entity pair. From these similarities we
will decide which pairs are matched, i.e. finding the align-
ment of the input ontologies. To do so we first applied the
naïve descending algorithm [19] on the similarity matrix
resulted from the regression model and got one-to-one
alignment. Then we applied semantic verification tech-
nique proposed by ASMOV ontology matching system
[6]. That is by applying the patterns showed in Figure 2 to
verify that certain axioms inferred from the alignment are
actually asserted in ontology and remove correspondences
that lead to inferences that cannot be verified.

Figure 2. Semantic verification patterns [6]
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7. Evaluation

To evaluate our approach, we designed 4 experiments.
Each answers one of the questions we are interested in:

1. Is the REPTree-based combination method better than
individual similarity features?

2. Is the REPTree-based combination method better than
other combination methods discussed in section 2?

3. Does the semantic verification technique improve
REPTree based ontology matcher? If it does, how much
improvement does it make?

4. How does our approach perform compared with oth-
ers?

7.1 Comparison of REPTree-based combination

method with individual similarity features
We proposed five kinds of similarities as features to build
our regression model, namely, syntactic similarity, se-
mantic similarity (1), semantic similarity (2), abbreviation
similarity, and context similarity. Each feature can be used
to find the correspondence between two ontologies from
different perspective. Figure 3 compares the performance
(i.e., f-measure at various thresholds) of 5 individual fea-
tures and the performance of their combination using
REPTree-based regression model overall OAEI conference
test (except the 3 triples used for training, listed in Table
1).

We observe from Figure 3 that our method for combining
the five similarity features using the regression model
(REPTree) outperforms each individual similarity. i.e. the
combination process is effective.

Figure 3. Performance of individual similarities and the REPTree-based combination

7.2 Comparison of REPTree-based combination
method with other combination methods

Similarity combination has been researched in many on-
tology matching approaches as discussed in section 2.
To evaluate the REPTree-based combination method, we
conduct this experiment to compare it with the best two
combination methods: Harmonic Adaptive Weighted Sum
[7] and local Confidence Weighted Sum [12] as they out-
perform other combination methods.

The experiment methodology is: For each test, we first
calculate five individual similarities (i.e. syntactic similar-
ity, semantic similarity (1), semantic similarity (2), abbre-
viation similarity, and context similarity) as described in
section 4. Then we combine the individual similarities using
our method (REPTree-based) and the two other methods:
Harmonic Adaptive Weighted Sum (Harmony) and local
Confidence Weighted Sum (LC). Precision, recall and f-

measure of final results on each test at various thresh-
olds are calculated. Finally the overall precision, recall
and f-measure are calculated over all conference tests at
various thresholds, which are shown in Figure 4 (a).

We observe from Figure 4 (a) that REPTree-based simi-
larity combination method generally outperforms the two
other methods. By viewing precision, recall, and F-mea-
sure of the three methods at its best threshold as shown
in Figure 4 (b), we notice REPTree-based method holds
the highest recall, and f-measure at .69 and .65 respec-
tively.

7.3 The effect of semantic verification
We conduct this experiment to show the improvement of
performance gained by applying semantic filtering pat-
terns described in section 6. The experiment methodol-
ogy is: For each test, we first calculate the five individual
similarities as described in section 4. Then we combine
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the individual similarities using our method REPTree-
based. Precision, recall and f-measure of the resulted align-
ment on each test at various thresholds are calculated.
Also, we calculate Precision, recall and f-measure of re-
sulted alignment after applying naïve descending algo-
rithm and semantic verification patterns on each test at
various thresholds. Finally the overall precision, recall and
f-measure are calculated over all conference tests at vari-
ous thresholds for both cases (with and without extrac-
tion and semantic verification), which are shown in Figure
5.

We observe from Figure 5 the significant improvement
achieved by applying semantic verification patterns for
filtering logically wrong correspondences.

7.4 Comparison of REPTree-based Matching system
with other matching systems
We called our matching system ML-Matcher. it uses re-
gression learning model (REPTree), described in section
5, to predict pairwise similarities from the five similarity
features described in section 4, then extracts alignment
using naïve descending algorithm and apply semantic
verification patterns showed in Figure 2.

Figure 6 compares the performance of ML-Matcher and
10 top-ranked ontology matching systems on the confer-
ence tests (except the 3 triples used for training, listed in
Table 1) at OAEI campaign 2015 [20]. The evaluation
data of these 10 systems can be downloaded here2. The
data of ML-Matcher can be downloaded here3.

The results in Figure 6 show that ML-Matcher holds the
3rd top position in terms of F-measure and the 2nd posi-
tion in terms of recall. The recall of ML-Matcher (0.69565)
is competitive to AML (0.6996) and outperforms others.Figure 4. Performance of similarity combination methods

Figure 5. Semantic verification effect

2 http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2015/conference/data/conference2015-results.zip
3 https://www.dropbox.com/s/dmax7exrq2aldao/ML-Matcher%20results.rar?dl=0
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Figure 6. Comparison of ML-Matcher with top ranked systems on conference tests in OAEI 2015

8. Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a new ontology matching ap-
proach, the ML-Matcher. First the ML-Matcher measures
five different similarities for each entity pair in the input
ontologies. Then it predicts the overall similarity by using
the learned regression model (REPTree). Later the naïve
descending algorithm is used to extract the alignment.
Finally semantic verification patterns are used to remove
semantically unverified correspondences.

The proposed method for estimating the overall similarity
value of two entity pair is efficient because it adopts differ-
ent similarity measures, which are well designed to cap-
ture different kinds of terminological heterogeneity, and
combines their results using a regression model which
makes it possible to discover more correspondences by
producing higher and more objective similarity values.

Using the semantic verification proposed by ASMOV to
remove incorrect correspondences significantly improves
the performance of the matching results produced by the
proposed regression model.

ML-Matcher is competitive with the 3 top-ranked systems
on the conference tests at OAEI campaign 2015.

Future work may include: Explore and implement more
similarity features that depends on ontology structure.
Investigate more semantic patterns to add correspon-
dences through exploiting ontology axioms.
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